We propose a simple method of Monte Carlo renormalization group which is based on the transformation properties of the thermodynamic quantities under the block-spin transformation. We apply the method to the three-dimensional Ising model.
A basic idea that led to the renormalization group (RG) theory of critical phenomena!) was given by Kadanoff: 2 )
A key procedure to study critical behavior is a successive reduction of the short-range degrees of freedom. On the basis of the block-spin transformation, he derived the scaling relations. Wilson 3 ) gave a practical way of quantitative calculations. He introduced a concept of the fixed point of the RG transformation: The critical behavior is described by the behavior of Hamiltonian near the fixed point. Especially, the c-expansion he developed has been successfully used as one of the most powerful methods in the field of critical phenomena.
The real-space RG 4 ) is a microscopic realization of Kadanoff's block-spin analysis. Combining the Monte CaIro (MC) simulationS) with the real-space RG was first suggested by Ma.") Although he demonstrated the effectiveness of the method, there still remained a difficulty that one must search for the fixed point in the manydimensional interaction parameter space. Since then various methods have been proposed to realize Ma's idea. Among them the truly effective method is due to Swendsen.
)
He made the MC simulation not at the fixed point but at the criticality, investigating the block-spin transformation properties of the interaction parameters. The point is as follows: If one makes the RG transformation repeatedly at the criticality, one automaticaly reaches the fixed point. Pawley et al. Another effective method was presented by Binder;) which is a direct application of the "phenomenological RG" based on the finite-size scaling theory!O) to the MC simulation. He divided a system into subsystems; each subsystem was taken as a finite system. A method used by Barber and Selke!!) was closer to the original spirit of the "phenomenological RG": Theyanalyzed the MC data of different system sizes.
In this paper we present a simple MCRG method. Our method is based on the transformation properties of the thermodynamic quantities, such as the susceptibility, under the RG transformation. In contrast to Swendsen's method, we do not study the interaction parameters directly. As a result the error due to the truncation of the interaction parameters is small: All the parameters allowed by the system size are automatically included in the calculation. After Kadanoff, we divide a spin system into blocks of linear dimension b, and define block spins so that shortrange fluctuations are integrated out. As the RG transformation keeps the partition function unchanged, the free energy density of the spatial dimensionality d is transformed as where UT and UH are the temperature-like and the field-like non-linear scaling fields, respectively, and YT ap.d YH are the corresponding exponents. For simplicity, we have neglected the irrelevant scaling fields. N ear the fixed point (UT = UH =0), UT is identified as the reduced temperature t, and UH the magnetic field h. Thus we can derive transformation properties of various quantities near the fixed point from Eq. (1) . For instance, the susceptibility X is transformed as (2) Let Xn be the susceptibility of the block spin system after n-RG transformation. Away from the fixed point, however, the simple scaling relation for susceptibility, Eq. (2), no longer holds, because UT and UH depend on t and h non-linearly. If the original system is not on the critical surface, the system is taken away from the fixed point by the successive RG transformations. Therefore, if we find
for any large n, m, n' and m', the original system is at the criticality. Moreover, the value of Eq .. (4) at the fixed point yields the critical exponent
Let us briefly discuss the finite-size effect because actual simulations are always made on a finite-size system. According to the finite-size scaling theory,10) the susceptibility X for the system of the linear dimension L is expressed as
X(UT, uH)=L2YH-di(LYTUT,LYHUH). (5)
Since the RG transformation is a local one, the scaling fields of a finite system are transformed in the same way as those of an infinite system; the transformation property of X is written as
From Eq. (6) we find that the L-dependence in the ratio Xnl Xm vanishes at the fixed point (UT = UH =0). Moreover, since the leading finite-size effect is canceled out, 'the finiteness gives only a small correction to the ratio even away from the fixed point. We apply this method to the threedimensional simple cubic Ising model of the nearest-neighbor interaction for example. We take the system of the size 32 x 32 x 32. One block is constructed from 2 3 sites. A majority rule is employed for assigning an Ising spin to each block. We use a particular site in the block as a tie-breaker. The block-spin transformation is repeated three times; the final lattice contains 4 X4x4 sites. We make a calculation with a fully vectorized algorithm on the vector computer HIT AC S-81O of the University of Tokyo. The simulation is made up to 50000 Monte Carlo steps (MCS) per spin, and the data for the first 10000 MCSI spin are discarded. We employ the simultaneous MC method 12 ) so that we make a calculation on 10 different temperatures simultaneously. Our algorithm can update 11.5 In Fig. 1 
we plot -IOg(Xnlxm)/log(bnlb m ).
We show [n, m] in the figure; the original system is referred to as n=O. Errors are estimated from the short-time averages; errors smaller than the symbols are not indicated. We find that the curves for [2, 1] , [3, 2] and [3, 1] interesect each other at almost the same point. The interpolated curves for [1, 0] ' [2, 0] and [3, 0] deviate from that po'int (we give a broken curve only for [1, 0] in the figure), which reflects the fact that the original system is not at the fixed point even at the criticality. To obtain the estimates of the critical coupling and the critical exponent, we take a simple average of intersections of curves for ' [2, 1] , [3, 2] 8 ) and yl)) = 1.968.'3) Therefore our calculation gives Kc in 0.15% and yl)) in 1% accuracy within 23 minutes. The error is attributed to the following three reasons: First, we have not made a simulation very close to Kc to save thecomputation time. Second, with a small number of the RG transformations the system may not have reached fixed point even if K = Kc. Third, since the final lattice is rather small, the finiteness of the lattice may have given some corrections. To get more precise estimates, we should make a simulation with a larger system near Kc and apply the RG transformation more times.
Under the RG transformation, the magnetiza-
tion is also transformed through the scaling relation similar to Eq_ (2):
M(UT, uH)=bYH-dM(bYTUT, bYHUH) . ( 7 )
Using Eq. (7), we make an analysis as before with the magnetization of the low temperature side.
In Fig. 2 , we find that the extrapolated curves for [2, 1] , [3, 2] and [3, 1] Table I When one makes a simulation on a small system for the low temperature side, one is annoyed with the frequent reversion of the sign of the total magnetization. Although our final system is small, we do not have to worry about it. The magnetization of the block-spin system rarely changes its sign because the original system is large. It is the advantage of this method over the conventional finite-size-scaling method.
In conclusion, we have presented a simple method of Monte Carlo renormalization group. With a short-time calculation, we have obtained accurate estimates of the critical coupling Kc and the magnetic critical exponent YH for the threedimensional Ising model. Weare now applying this method to the three-dimensional random-field Ising model.
